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MEMBER STAFF 
Railway Board, Rail Bhavan, 
New Delhi 
 
Respected Sir, 
 
Subject: 1. Pay fixation on promotions earned between 1.1.2006 and 29.09.2008 (implementation on 

Railway Service (Revised Pay) Rules, 2008) where merger of feeder and promotional posts 
happened as a result of 6th CPC recommendations _ Request for implementation of orders 
of MOF/E 

2. Chance for revised pay option to Railway Employees for fixation within one month from 
the date of orders of such unforeseen development or change of Rules. 

Reference: i) Ministry of Finance, Department of Expenditure, O.M.No. No. F-2-1/2015-E.III (A), dated 
16th October, 2015. 

ii) Railway Service (Revised Pay) Rules, 2008, RBE No.108/2008, No.PC-VI/2008/I/RSRP/I 
dated 11.09.2008. 

iii) Railway Board’s letter No.E(P&A) II-2003/PP-I dated 16.10.2003 which provides that a 
Railway servant may be given a revised option for fixation within one month from the 
date of orders of such unforeseen development or change of Rules. 

We submit the following for your kind consideration and early favourable action please. 

1. OM of Ministry of Finance, Department of Expenditure cited in reference no.i) above, allows 
pay fixation benefit “in cases where promotion took place in the pre-revised pay structure  
between 1.1.2006 and the date of notification of Revised Pay Rules, 2008, when the pre-
revised and revised pay scales were different and the posts carried the character of feeder 
and promotional grades”, with the following conditions, 

a. Where posts being promotional grade for the feeder grade from where the promotion 
took place and where the posts were subsequently merged into a single post / grade. 

b. Where FR 22 (I) (a) (1) was applicable for fixation of pay on promotion before 
promulgation of Revised Pay Rules in 2008. 

c. Where concerned Recruitment Rules have been amended subsequently to provide for 
merger of these grades into a single grade / post. 

2. Railway Board has yet to issue the implementation orders of the above cited OM of MOF / E 

3. A) Promotion earned by SE, CMA and DMS to SSE, CMS and CDMS respectively between 
1.1.2006 and before promulgation of Revised Pay Rules in 2008, fulfill above said conditions.  

B) Similarly the promotions earned by JE-II to JE-I as well their counter parts in CMT, Stores 
and IT who were promoted between 1.1.2006 and before promulgation of Revised Pay Rules 
in 2008, fulfill above said conditions. 

4. “Railway Board’s letter No.E(P&A) II-2003/PP-I dated 16.10.2003” provides that a Railway 
servant may be given a revised option for fixation under Rule 1313 (FR22(I) (a) (1) ) of Indian 



Railway Establishment Code, Vol. II, (Sixth Edition 1987, 2nd Reprint, 2005) within one month 
from the date of orders of such unforeseen development or change of Rules.  

5. It is therefore requested that: 

a. Orders may please be issued early by the Railway Board, for implementation of Ministry of 
Finance, Department of Expenditure, O.M.No. No. F-2-1/2015-E.III (A), dated 16th October, 
2015. 

b. Benefit of pay fixation be given to those SE, CMA & DMS in the pre-revised pay scale of 
Rs.6500-10500 who got their promotion to SSE, CMS & CDMS respectively to the pre-revised 
pay scale of Rs.7450-11500 between 1.1.2006 and the date of notification of Revised Pay 
Rules, 2008.  

c. Similarly, benefit of pay fixation be given to those JE-II in Pre revised scale of 5000-8000 who 
were promoted between 1.1.2006 and the date of notification of Revised Pay Rules, 2008, as 
JE-I (in pre revised scale of Rs.5500-9000) and their counter parts in CMT, Stores and IT 
since the two scales were merged and placed in Grade Pay of Rs.4200..  

d. Chance for revised pay option be given to all those who earned their promotions from the 
pre-revised feeder grades to promotional grades which were subsequently merged into one 
common grade pay, and who get the pay fixation as per above cited OM of MOF/E, within one 
month from the date of orders of this unforeseen development or change of Rules. 

Thanking You 

 Yours faithfully,

(Harchandan Singh) 
General Secretary, IRTSA

 

Copy for information & favourable consideration to:  

1. Shri Amar Nath Singh, Dy. Secretary, Department of Expenditure,  Govt. of India 

2. Additional Member Staff, Railway Board, Rail Bhavan,  New Delhi. 

3. Director Pay Commission, Railway Board, Rail Bhavan, New Delhi. 


